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Catching the Wave

There is a good case to be made that the Edith Cowan University Art Collection is just twenty years old this year. An
art collection cannot be said to exist, in full, without a recognisable location of its own, a space dedicated to all the
processes necessary to maintain works of art, and to present them to the university community and to the public as
a whole. This Collection found its first permanent home in 1989, in Building 22 on the Mount Lawley campus. This was
originally the Ampol National Safety Council Training Annexe, built in 1962. For the first time there was adequate space
for the proper conservation and cataloguing of the Collection.
During the early eighties the slow amalgamation and integration of several teacher training colleges led to the
emergence of the Western Australian College of Advanced Education in 1983. Their art collections were inevitably
brought together into a single entity. This process began with the closure of Graylands College in 1979. The Graylands
/
collection was then gifted to Mount Lawley. Meanwhile the future director -of WACAE, Douglas Jecks, made substantial ""
funding available to Churchlands College for the purchase of art works, with the guidance "of Lou Klepac, who became
his art consultant.
..._
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This activity laid the ground for what became, and remains, the major activity of the Collection, the maintenance and
renewal of displays and exhibitions of artworks throughout all the buildings and campuses of the university. It also made
it obvious that there were a great many different possibilities on offer for the care and conservation of the various art
collections. From the mid-seventies those responsible for the various college collections took more direct responsibility
for the display of artworks, in offices, classrooms, corridors and foyers. They were like surfers waiting for a wave ; each
that passed looked perfect. The problem was which to catch ; which was the wave?
In 1975, David Hough of the Drama Department at Mount Lawley, began to collect works of art, set and costume
designs, photographs and memorabilia associated with the performing arts. In 1976, John Sherwood of the newly formed
Aboriginal Teacher Education Programme bought a small group of Aboriginal artefacts and bark paintings from the
Maningrida Aboriginal community which developed into the collection of Aboriginal art.
What had been an informal, sometimes even a casual process was slowly formalised . Detailed records were kept,
department heads and staff began to take their collections seriously, to regard them with affection. Some protested if
the works of art in their area went missing.
·
In 1985, John Sherwood wrote to David Hough, who was by then Curator of the WACAE Art Collection, in charge of
integrating its various elements, to inquire as to when the Aboriginal works would be available for display.
13 August 1985
I have been informed that materials from the Aboriginal collection will not be displayed until a catalogue of items has been
completed .
As a major centre for Aboriginal studies, the Mount Lawley campus should be a focus for an Aboriginal exhibition. It is
unfortunate that so little is on public display compared with other artworks. Also the artworks, which were all purchased
with external funding, are meant to be displayed to students, staff and visitor on all campuses . . .
Could you please advise me regarding the anticipated completion date for the catalogue? . . . 1
Sherwood's difficulties with the emergence of the unified collection are typical of the problems which faced first
Baynard Werner, and his successor David Hough, as curators. They explain, in part, why, for a variety of reasons, the
Collection has yet to achieve an independent permanent gallery. At different times various improvised temporary
Opposite: Curator Connie Petrillo with works in the colle ction
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exhibition areas have existed on several campuses. There is currently such an
exhibition space on the Joondalup campus. It has therefore not been possible
to plan a continuous exhibition programme for the University. Instead,
successive curators have relied on the galleries of other institutions and on
touring exhibitions to present the results of their work.
Nonetheless, the need for a gallery as part of the Collection has been well
recognised since the early 1980s. The most influential figure during that time
was Baynard Werner, who was then Head of the Art Education Department at
Claremont Teachers' College. From 1971, he had taught at the Art Education
Department at Claremont. Between 1979 and 1981 he bought several significant
works for the art collection, acting on the advice of Lou Klepac. In 1982, he
became Curator of the newly unified WACAE Art Collection and, in November
1983, chairman of the WACAE Art Gallery Management Committee. In this role
he proved to be a visionary, committed to the development of an art gallery
and a collection of the highest possible standards. Werner encouraged the
establishment of temporary exhibition spaces on all the WACAE campuses. At
that time, however, it did not prove possible to achieve recognition as an art
gallery for taxation purposes, "principally because we didn't have a room used
specifically as an art gallery." Werner set out to lift the standards of the
collection and to find a potential gallery to achieve such recognition . He began
by helping to create an Art Gallery Board of Management.
At the meeting of the Board of Management for the proposed gallery on 22
November 1983, Werner tabled a remarkable list of objectives which included
the following observations :
The Gallery is not a commercial gallery and should not endeavour to be one.
The Gallery is not a general display area but concerned with art of the highest
standard available.
He suggested that the board should, "be extremely selective in accepting
exhibitions for the gallery," and :
insist upon high standards of scholarship in all documentation, monographs
and publications related to the gallery's activities.2
Taken as a whole these objectives were both visionary and shrewd, in that
they anticipate several debates and misconceptions which are still alive and
well. Nonetheless, the shift from an attempt to build a collection for 'educational
purposes' to collecting the very best work available for the benefit of the
University community as a whole, which Werner pioneered , has been gradually
accepted . Once the Collection was established in Building 22 it became active
in providing touring exhibitions. This has been specially true from 1992, when
Robert Vallis became Curator. He and the current Curator Connie Petrillo have
built up an enviable range of curatorial services.
Werner's viewp oint was also informed by his own practice as an artist. The
Collection holds two of his paintings and a series of serigraphs. Werner came
from Narrogin but his work suggests that he was strongly influenced by the
design principles developed by the Bauhaus, which he encountered in his
training at Claremont College in 1950/1951. These sought to establish a
continuum of format strategies and the most liberal concerns that ran from the
most disciplined design to the maximum possible creative freedom . Thus his
serigraphs are fundamentally abstract, but concern states of mind and
subjective experience. He thought of printmaking as, "another way of making
pictures and , although not premeditated in the classical sense, the very
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Baynard Werner, Not Now -

Now After Images (1982)

discipline of the process avoids the accidentals of gestural painting." In work such as the serigraph, Not Now -

Now

After Images (1982), Werner played with a series of freely drawn rectangular silhouettes in densities of blue, some of
them inscribed with free doodled forms and gestures, others with quotations from the history of art. He is investigating
the paradox of expressive gesture and the need for organic structure in an artwork. This approach to practice led Werner
to an open inclusive view of the development of the Collection, built round the potential that could only be found in the
best possible work.
Unfortunately Werner died in 1984. The task of developing the Collection was taken over by David Hough, the Head
of the Drama Department and the art collection manager of the Mou nt Lawley campus.

Hough faced the continuing challenge of adding to
the Collection and of raising the necessary funds . In
2007, he recalled his successful attempts in 1986 to
acquire for the Collection two costume designs by
Edward Burra for Miracle in the Corbals, a ballet by
Robert Helpmann .
The costume and set designs were carried out by Edward
Burra. He was a well-known watercolour painter-the
Toulouse of English painting-but he only designed five
ballets, one of which was Miracle in the Corbals. Surra's
works of art fetch telephone number prices today, and
his costume and set designs are very rare.
In September 1986, I had the opportunity to buy
two Burra costume designs from Miracle in the
Gorbals. One of them was The Prostitute (Celia
Franca); the other a Woman in the Gorbals . ...
About 7.00 pm on Friday night, 26th September, I
rang Marina Henderson in London (she was at that
time one of London's most leading and most
respected dealers in theatrical art) and told her that I
couldn't afford the asking price-about eight thousand
pounds for the pair. I then went up to Scotch College
to see a ballet performance by one of the ballet
schools. While watching the performance I had a
change of mind. I rang Marina and asked if I could
have the weekend to raise the money. She agreed,
until the close of business Monday, as she had an
American university interested in purchasing them.
Robert Helpmann died on Saturday 27th
September- and the prices for anything to do with
him doubled over-night! And I didn't realise that it
was the September long-weekend and that Monday
was a public holiday
By Sunday night I had enough money to buy one
picture but Marina would not agree to splitting the
pair. The ABC announcer doing the afternoon
programme on 6WF got behind the project and by
mid-afternoon I was about $750 short on $20,000. It
was THAT critical. I just didn't know where I could get
the money-certainly not from within the College as I
had drawn on every resource available. And everyone
I knew who might help was away for the weekend .
Just as I was about to say NO, the phone rang. It
was a nurse who had just come off duty (from Kaolin
Island , I think) and she had been listening to the ABC.
Was she too late? she asked . And a cheque for the
shortfall was delivered two days later.
Marina held to the original price, despite being
offered twice the amount by other parties. Today, those
two designs are part of the ECU Collection. They are as
fresh as the day they were painted. And one of them is
recorded as sponsored by the listeners of 6WF.3

Left and opposite, Edward Burra, The Prostitute (Celia
Franca) and Streetgirl (1944)
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Hough's experience is typical, in many ways, of the struggle of all the
subsequent curators of the Collection to acquire works and the facilities to
care for them. Hough also took every opportunity to acquire works by
donation-such as photographs of the Bolshoi Ballet in Australia, by David May,
donated by the photographer and the promoter Michael Edgeley. 4
Nonetheless, it is interesting that in the 1980s a direct appeal to the wider
community to support the purchase of work from overseas should have
succeeded so dramatically. In part this was made possible by the widespread
origins of the Collection. Many sections of the community felt close to it.
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Opposite: photographs of the Bolshoi Ballet by David May (1986); 'Wanted' poster by David Hough (1985)
Above: ECU staff studies (2008). Clive Barstow (with work by Concetta Petrillo) and Peter Holland (with works by Ron Nyistor and John Paul).

In 1985, Barbara Chapman, an associate of the Art Gallery of Western Australia and a first-rate scholar and curator
of Australian art was commissioned to review the Collection.5 She opened her report with a quotation from Sir Kenneth
Clark's essay, 'The Idea of a Great Gallery.'
There is no doubt that in a large sense of the word the appreciation of art is educative. It gives us a fuller understanding
of the human spirit; it greatly enlarges our capacity for life-and this I suppose is what education sets out to do. But all the
benefits can only be achieved through the enjoyment of the works themselves.6
She recommended that the main thrust of the Collection should be to continue to build on its holdings in
contemporary Australian art and take opportunities to acquire nineteenth century Australian art when this was possible.
Other specialist holdings, especially the Aboriginal collection, should be developed. She drew attention to the need for a
full-time qualified curator. Most significant of all, she advocated the establishment of a Campus Art Gallery and spent
some time presenting the virtues and requirements for such a gallery.
In October 1986, the Collection was sufficiently well organised for the Australian works to be presented as a whole at
the first open day of Churchlands campus, which was held to launch the WA College Foundation, a new research fund .
The West Australian noted that the works were valued at more than a million dollars and included paintings by Fred
Williams, William Dobell, Sidney Nolan, Arthur Boyd, Lloyd Rees and Kate O'Connor. In January 1987 the exhibition
transferred to the Leeuwin Estate. Chapman, who curated the show, commented :
It is, by and large, a strong but fairly conservative Collection, reflecting the limited funds available and the need to spend
them with the long term in view. These works have been collected over a number of years and are shared by the various
campuses; most would be beyond all but the most liberally funded institutions today_?
At Churchlands, during an alumni dinner held for the exhibition on 25 October 1986, David Hough emphasised the
significance of the College collection and how imperative it was to have such important works displayed effectively in a
well-designed College gallery or galleries rather than conference rooms, foyers and staff studies. He stressed the
importance of having such a valuable asset carefully maintained
and managed by a full-time curator. In doing so he was reiterating
and amplifying the case previously made by Baynard Werner and
his colleagues on various campuses.
In July 1988, Judith Dinham, a lecturer in fine art, was appointed
as the first part-time Art Curator of the Collection. In 1989, she
produced the exhibition , Artist Teachers, a salute to eighty-seven
years of teacher education at Claremont, using works from the
WACAE collection. This was the model for a series of packaged
exhibitions designed to present the collection to the wider public.
As the Collection became established during the 1980s it slowly
became clear that the resources that had been available for the
purchase of artworks in the 1970s would not be provided on a
continuing basis. It would therefore be difficult to develop and
maintain any detailed collection policy. This task was made more
challenging by the need to integrate the collections of Churchlands,
Claremont, Mount Lawley and Nedlands, all of which had their own
history. Indeed, in one sense this task is still underway.
In 1990, Dinham initiated the first full touring exhibition
developed by the Collection, Art As A Social Document, curated
by Janice Lally. This contained twenty-seven works, including
Arthur Boyd's Floods (1975) and other significant work .
In July 1991, Robert Vallis, the former Director of Sunbury Art
Galleries, succeeded Dinham, working part-time in the post until he
was eventually appointed to a full-time position . In 1998 he
recruited the artist Connie Petrillo as his Curator. Vallis proved to
'bea-n Imaginative and innovative curator, who set a pattern for the
activities of the Collection to the present day. One of his first tasks
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was to see Art As a Social Document to its end. In January 1992, he wrote to Ingrid Kellenbach, departing Director of
NETS(WA), the local exhibition touring agency.
Before you escape I have one query-Ref 'Art as a Social Document'-is this still part of an ongoing exhibition available to
NETS and or AETA? With our imminent move to our refurbished office and store I'd like to know whether we keep it crated
or disperse it back into the University Collection.8
Art as a Social Document was a model for many later exhibitions developed with Vallis' supervision and
encouragement. During his time in Bunbury he had helped to pioneer the network of regional galleries to which
exhibitions from the Collection were toured . This compensated, to some extent, for the absence of a dedicated gallery
within the University.
Vallis recalled his initial reactions in an unpublished memoir.
The Art collection has survived and prospered, being now recognised as a useful tool in the marketing and development
and educational requirements associated with the University. Without the gallery walls how does an art collection earn its

•
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Robert Vallis on tour with the Guy Grey-Sm ith's Landscapes Exhibition

keep? What initiatives can bed down to strong foundations associated with adding more art works? Where do we get the
bright lights and spin of tangible reflections which guarantee a legitimate place for the art collection in the scheme of
things?
A university is like a bad novel, too many characters with no plot. A lasting impression when I arrived having spent most
of my working life in small schools and organizations. I had trained as a teacher thirty years previously and what a shockthe abundance of everything-vehicles, media gear, in-house help for this that and anything-however patience is the key.
Eventually you will find someone who can help advise you what to do-but I return to it, you have to be very patient. 9
After noting the initial surge of interest in providing a gallery, Vallis formed the considered op1n1on that the
Collection should be permanently present in the community. He gave little or no consideration to the need for a
permanent gallery on campus, though he did encourage Judith Dinham to write an article on the need for a gallery for
Artwords, a regular publication about the Collection which he established , and he worried about becoming known as a
'curator of corridors.' 10 He was more successful in having the storerooms completely refurbished and in begging a
disused compactus storage system from the library in 1997. Vallis expanded the display work on the University's
various campuses, initiated a regular publication about the Collection , and produced a number of touring exhibitions,
some funded through grants or sponsorship, some in collaboration with freelance curators and other institutions.U
The first touring show, Guy Grey-Smith's Landscapes of Western Australia, opened at the Geraldton Regional Art
Gallery on 2 February 1996, and toured five other regional galleries with a six week showing at the Lawrence Wilson Art

Gallery in Ju ly and August. This was
the most 'conventional', and scholarly
of all the Collection's exhibitions. The
curator Annette Davis produced a full
account of the artist's work. There
were forty-six works in the exhibition ,
which was backed with a powerful
educational effort, including talks by
Vallis. The impressively illustrated
publication
contained
a
welldocumented biography and catalogue.
It also contributed a great deal to the
artist's national reputation. This may
not seem overly impressive but in
Western Australia it remains peculiarly
difficult
to
achieve
proper
representation for our best artists. It
is regrettable that the Collection did
not undertake further exhibitions of
this kind. Vallis was "so impressed
with the attendances, the wonderful
feed back and sale of catalogues it
wasn't hard to begin thinking about
another show in spite of the small
staff available." 12
All succeeding exhibitions were
'thematic.' They tended to relegate
individual works of art 1n the
Collection
to
the
position
of
'examples' that had been so difficult
to overcome in the 1980s. It became
the Collection , not the artworks which
mattered most. This was almost
inevitable if a show was to contain
mainly
works
drawn
from
it.
Nonetheless this approach was very
successful in presenting the Collection
to the community as a whole,
especially through its educational
activities.
Listen to the Land , Aboriginal Art
from the Edith Cowan University Art
Collection, also curated by Annette
Davis, was first presented at the
Bunbury Regional Art Galleries in
August 1998. It was developed in
collaboration with the School of
Indigenous Australian Studies at the
University. This substantial exhibition
drew on all parts of the collection of
Indigenous arts, from woven grass
baskets from Warburton and funerary
poles, to recent paintings by Rover
Thomas and Julie Dowling. The

'?~~ Information Brochure
Lie;ten to the Land

Listen to the Land , at Bunbury Regional Art Galleries (1998)

Collection was able to present works
from twenty-three locations in the
exhibition,
mainly
in
Western
Australia.
All the works of art and artefacts
in the show were "linked to the
importance of the land through their
subject matter or materials from
which they were made." The exhibition
was backed by a carefully considered
and highly accessible programme of
information and educational activities,
and it eventually toured nationally.
Vallis recalled that:
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Listen to The Land toured to five
venues in 1998 and 1999, including
a promotional four-day event at a
contemporary Art Fair in Fremantle.
In October 1999, Visions [Visions of
Australia] funding was won to tour
the exhibition nationally, beginning
in October 2000 at the National
Aboriginal Institute Tandanya in
Adelaide, continuing to eleven more
venues in Victoria, NSW and Qld.
There seemed to be plenty of time
to arrange the crates, travelling
frames, printing etc. etc. It was a
huge learning curve , but it left on
time and on budget after twelve
months of preparations. Again, I
travelled to each venue to help set
up the show, smile and wave and
do the meets and greets. This has
been a wonderful experience in
being a guest in the various
galleries to enjoy the add-on
activities that were planned . On a
very prosaic level I have learnt so
many ways to hang and install
works on the walls-knowledge we
have put to good use in our own
installation challenges.13
~ ortraits from the Edith
Cowan Univers1fy Art Collection and
the Sunbury Regional Art Galleries,
curated I2L_Allison Archer, was first
p-r-esented at Thel:lty of Sunbury Art
Galleries in July 2000. It also offered a
wide range of educational activities
related to portraiture, including a
leaflet with one page containing an

empty frame for school visitors to try
their hand at making a portrait. As with
all the ECU exhibitions the emphasis
was on active experience of artwork.
About Face was a very successful
exhibition . During the show's exhibition
at Fremantle Arts Centre I wrote for
The West Australian that it was not,
" as
bad as the
Doug Moran
competition show at the Art Gallery of
Western Australia."
At least About Face has a questing
quirkiness that indicates that most
contemporary artists have some
doubts about the project, that they
realise that the face is a horror
story, as the fashionable theorists
Deleuze and Guattarri observed.
One wall in the gallery has been
transformed into a 10m high cliff of
portrait faces in every style of the
last century. There is an adoring
Putto by Connie Petrillo. Down in
the milling throng Thomas Hoareau
and Tom Gibbons struggle for
recognition . One effect of clumping
so many heterogeneous styles
together is that it shows the
strengths of some artists and
highlights the weakness of others.
Jo
Darbyshire's self-portrait
Looking
West,
and
George
Duerden's delightfully eccentric
picture of the late Cliff Jones in
beard and blue cap stood out for
me. On the other hand Su Baker's
massively dark head of Carmen
Lawrence seemed to float above
the mantlepiece like an airless
sate llite pockmarked with the
craters of extinct volcanoes.14
The show attracted a lot of
publicity which Vallis was able to turn
to the benefit of the Collection and its
artists. For instance, in December
2000, he talked to The Fremantle
News at some length about three
portraits by Julie Dowling.
The University bought those three works
from a show at the Moores Building
after she did one of her very first shows.
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Julie Dowling, Union Jack Molly (1994)

We bought them because she
was
starting to
come
into
prominence, but the stories wh ich
go with the Union Jack Molly series
are
all
based
around
her
grandmother, who used to work as
a tram conductor in Perth in the
40s and 50s, and to disguise her
Aboriginality she used to put Ponds'
cream on her face to make herself
more 'white.' 15

School visit to About Face, Bunbury (2000)

The very size of About Face
enabled it to work as an exhibition at
many levels. It raised many questions
about the importance of art in the
community which have seldom been
canvassed in such a direct and
accessible manner.
The final major touring show fully
overseen by Robert Vallis was
Animalistic:
an
Exhibition
going
Ballistic over Animals, curated by
Dianne Lesley. It was first shown in
2003 at Art-03 in Fremantle. This was
one outcome of a short-lived attempt
to provide Perth with an equivalent to
the Melbourne Art Fair. Animalistic
was the most substantial contribution
from any public collection. It went on
to tour a number of regional galleries
and made a crowded appearance at
the small ECU Perth gallery Spectrum,
where it proved an astounding
success amongst local schools.
In Animalistic the balance between
educational aims and the engagement
with and enjoyment of art shifted
firmly in the direction of education .
The difficulties of this approach first
raised by Barbara Chapman in her
1985 report remain
unresolved.
Perhaps the Collection is still waiting
for the big wave.
The most recent touring exhibition,
Minerals, Miracles, Miseries and
Miners: Artworks from the Edith Cowan
University Art Collection, went on
show at The Australian Prospectors
and Miners Hall of Fame, Kalgoorlie in
2006. Curated by Petrillo, it contained
fifty works from the collection related
to a mining landscape. A text prepared
for the exhibition indicates the

difficulties for art of such a close thematic relation to a particular industry;
sentiment can so easily override sensitivity.
A taste for adventure and the opportunity to earn money attracted artists
to the goldfields of the nineteenth century, where as skilled observers they
produced sketches of life at the diggings. Often these sketches appeared in
newspapers and magazines or were made into lithographs and bound into
folios. For example, after seeing the difficulties wrought for people by the
Depression and World War 2, Sidney Nolan, whose Little Dog Mine is in the
exhibition, used the vastness and harshness of the land as a metaphor for the
desolation they saw during the long years of these two world changing events.
During the Depression years, the goldfields were one of the few places to
which men, and sometimes their families, could escape and work their little
mines in the hope of finding enough precious metal to sustain them.
In 2006 Vallis retired and his assistant Connie Petrillo took over his role.
She had played an important part in developing and presenting the various
touring exhibitions. She currently oversees the work of the Collection without
any regular assistance. As far as acquisitions go, the last twenty years have, in
general, seen a continuation of the previous opportunistic acquisitions of the
individual colleges. The one exception to this was Indigenous art, where the
University's unbroken commitment to Indigenous education and the generosity
of several donors has allowed for more consistency. That having been said,
the Collection was able to take advantage of the emergence of new
generations of Western Australian artists in the 1980s and 1990s, and of the
increasingly sophisticated gallery scene which included several new
commercial galleries and new institutional and public art spaces. It now holds
an impressive representation of the work of those generations which is
reviewed below.

Above and overleaf, Robert Vallis and Animalistic on tour, Geraldton and Kalgoorlie (2003)
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The Triumphant Years
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As the identity of the Collection took shape, art in Perth entered the most exciting period in its history. Painting has
last two decades despite the increased presence of performance art and
electromc mealain Perth galleries. The Collection tended therefore to acquire mainly painting, with a few scu lptures and
a little photography. For the first time, however, artists as a whole chose to break the bounds of painting and its subject
matter. For instance Perth, the city, once more appeared as subject matter after over half a ce ntury of almost complete
absence. Abstract painting and a widespread use of unfamiliar symbols also became widely accepted.
Western Australian landscape painting also changed. It was no longer the case that the painters had to negotiate with
conventional subject matter and conservative attitudes, however ambitious their work. Landscape and its poetry were
av~able for the most radical experiment. In the 1980s a spectacular series of international exhibitions had given the
P~ttf1~ience its first sight of recent and contemporary American and European art.
( Two Drst generation British migrants, Brian Blanchflower (b.1939) and Doug Chambers (b. 1935), soon appeared as )
tt\e-d.e-minant painters of the eighties and nineties. The Collection acquired important pieces by each of them.
Blanchflower's Sound Sources (Lux Aeterna; 1985) was made in response to a residency in London in 1983.
Blanchflower had long admired the great painters of the New York School, especially Rothko; his own sensibility,
//
hoj'Levec, centred on the mystical British romantic painters, especially Samuel Palmer and John ~n C.ondon ne
~developed an approach to large scale painting that was built from multi-clusters of paintmarks on unprimed canvas. This
provided a mid-brown background that was able to absorb some of the pigment of the brushstrokes.
In fact, the tightly woven cloth became a stand-in for the fabric of the universe, a universe of the imagination
completely saturated with light and sound. Blanchflower's exploration of ancient structures in Orkney had led him to a
teleological vision which projected human history onto the history of the heavens, in particular onto the view of the night
sky. Sound Sources (Lux Aeterna) is a map of the heavens ar,imated by human history and the actions of the artist.
In the lower left-hand edge of the canvas there is a small spiral cluster of scarlet-red brushmarks hanging in the
regular, almost grid-like textures of the painting as a whole. It could be a spiral galaxy but it could also be a cue to see
the whole canvas as resonating, full of pure sounds and forms .
Blanchflower's use of paint was profoundly influenced by the late Titian, The Flaying of Marsyas which was then on
view at the National Gallery, London. In 1988, he noted that he had found in it:

v,---:7mained the dominaot vjsual art form over the

confirmation of my concern for the 'deeper' spiritual implications of painting, whether or not a figurative or narrative
element is present.
I had found that the works of Titian, particularly the late works such as The Flaying of Marsyas, are about the same
things as those of Mark Rothko or even Samuel Palmer, artists who are essentially concerned with their most deeply felt
inner experiences of human life, yet at the same time, they express the most universal aspects of human life.1
He also applied this to his understanding of cosmology as:
an awareness that nothing is ever totally destroyed, but only changes into something else or reverts back to basic
elements. To me this is paralleled in the painting process where, from elemental materials and marks, images and surfaces
are created by means of energy.2

